
Jacksonville Dream Center Foundation’s 

A BENCH FOR CAPS
COMMUNITY WIDE PLASTIC RECYCLING DRIVE  

ANY PLASTIC CAP/LID WITH A RECYCLE NUMBER OF 

or  or  

ACCEPTABLE PLASTIC CAPS & LIDS
Like & Follow our Facebook page. 
It always has the most up-to-date 
information on bench recipients,  

where you can drop off your 
collected caps, and sorting parties!

Drink Bottle Caps
Water Bottle Caps

Milk Jug Caps
Flip-Top Caps

Spray Paint Caps
Deodorant Caps
Detergent Caps

Toothpaste Tube Caps
Hair Spray Caps

Ointment Tube Caps
Marker Caps

Plastic Sheeting Spool Caps 

Medicine Bottle Caps
Actual Prescription Bottles

(labels with personal info must be removed)

OTC Medicine Bottles & Caps  
(labels can stay on, but please remove  

any foil from the bottle opening)

Cool Whip Lids
Ice Cream Bucket Lids
Peanut Butter Jar Lids
Cottage Cheese Lids
Cream Cheese Lids

Butter Lids
Coffee Can Lids

Mayonnaise Jar Lids
Nestea Lids

Plastic Easter Eggs

We accept ALL 
OTC Medicine

BOTTLES & 
CAPS!

OTC bottles 
do not need 

to have 
their labels 

removed, but 
the FOIL seal 

on the inside of 
the bottle lip 
does need to 
be removed.

the actual drink “BOTTLES”
(bottles are a different kind of plastic than the caps)

any Cap with a Silicon Lining
(from chemicals/cleaners, this would include some 

bleach and motor oil caps)

“Pumps & Trigger Sprayers”
(soap/lotion pumps, they may be plastic, but they have 

pieces inside them that are not acceptable)

“Fast-Food Drink Lids”
(these are the wrong type of plastic. This includes fast-food cup lids 

& coffee drink lids, as well as the lids from deli items at Wal-Mart)

“Bags”
(Plastic Ziplock bags or Grocery Bags. We appreciate 

that you donate your caps in them, but the bags 
themselves do not get recycled into the benches)

Any “Food” Container
(even if the plastic recycle number is a 2,4 or 5)

These types of plastic are

NOT ACCEPTABLE: 

NEVER ANY
METAL or TRASH!

If you can’t see a recycle # or 
are in doubt, drop your cap into 

water, if it FLOATS, we can use it!

QUICK TIP:

5 Gallon Bucket Lids 
(all acceptable plastic lids must 

be under 8” in diameter, so 
either you or we will have to cut 
any x-large lids into fourths for 

them to be acceptable)

We accept ALL 
prescription
BOTTLES & 

CAPS!

Any labels with 
your personal 
information 

must be 
removed.

Dream Center is putting more benches around our community.  Please continue helping us recycle your 
PLASTIC CAPS/LIDS,  and enjoy seeing them in our community knowing that YOU helped make this possible!

WWW.DREAMCENTERIL.ORG


